Communicative activities to enhance oral production in the EFL classroom
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Resumen

Introducción. La destreza de hablar se considera una de las habilidades más difíciles de desarrollar en clase al enseñar un idioma extranjero. Por lo tanto, los docentes deben buscar alternativas para mejorar la producción oral de los alumnos. En este sentido, las Actividades Comunicativas (AC) juegan un papel fundamental en la enseñanza de idiomas pues brindan oportunidades a los estudiantes para utilizar el idioma como en situaciones reales. Objetivo. El objetivo principal de esta investigación es proporcionar una descripción general de las actividades comunicativas para mejorar la producción oral en el aula de inglés como lengua extranjera. Metodología. Este artículo se basó en el enfoque cualitativo. Se realizó una investigación descriptiva-documental a través de una extensa revisión bibliográfica sobre los principios fundamentales del Enfoque Comunicativo, las actividades comunicativas, los tipos de AC y el habla. Resultados. Los resultados de las investigaciones revisadas muestran que las AC son bastante útiles para profesores y alumnos, ya que facilitan la producción oral de los alumnos mediante la interacción entre compañeros y profesores. Conclusión. Además, las actividades comunicativas motivan a los alumnos a desarrollar sus competencias lingüísticas debido a la dinámica en la que se llevan en el aula de inglés como lengua extranjera.
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Abstract

Introduction. Speaking is considered one of the most difficult skills to be developed in class when teaching a foreign language. Therefore, teachers need to look for alternatives to enhance learners’ oral production. In this regard, Communicative activities (CA) play a fundamental role in language teaching due to the fact they provide them with opportunities to use language as in real situations. Objective. The main goal of this research is to provide a general overview of Communicative activities to enhance oral production in the EFL classroom. Methodology. This article was based on the qualitative approach. A descriptive-documentary research was carried out through an extensive bibliographic literature review about the main principles of the Communicative Approach, communicative activities, types of CA, and speaking. Results. Results from the reviewed research investigations show that they are quite useful for teachers and learners since CA facilitate learners’ oral production employing the interaction among
classmates and teachers. **Conclusion.** Besides, Communicative activities encourage learners to develop their language competencies due to the dynamic in which these activities are carried out in the EFL classroom.

**Introduction**

Many years ago, teaching a foreign language implied learning it in a mechanical way (memorization, repetition, traditional activities, etc.). It even happens in some EFL classrooms until now. Nevertheless, the English teaching and learning process is currently different since it has a communicative purpose. Learning a foreign language involves the development of language skills. It means that EFL learners should master their communicative competencies to be able to communicate effectively with others.

Consequently, various new approaches, methods, techniques, strategies, and activities have been considered to improve language learning in EFL classrooms. Some of them have as the main purpose to encourage learners to enhance their language skills; especially, they try to motivate learners to develop their productive skills. Communicative Language Teaching is one of the approaches that promote learning a foreign language by means of different communicative activities that allow EFL students to learn it in a communicative way.

Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) emerged in the 1970s and 1980s as an innovative approach for second language teaching. It had a significant impact on second language learning since it proposes to change the traditional mechanism of teaching a foreign language. Therefore, teachers decided to implement this approach in their classrooms due to CLT's importance in developing communicative competence. It involves learners being able to use the language for real purposes. Richards (2006) argues that CLT is an approach focused on changing the traditional second language teaching process. It has communicative language goals focused on facilitating language teaching through communicative activities. In other words, CLT seeks to boost learner's ability to communicate correctly through the knowledge they receive in the classroom.

In this sense, communicative activities as part of the Communicative Approach promote language competence. The communicative activities are helpful for teachers and learners in an EFL classroom. Due to the communicative purpose of the aforementioned activities, the language learning process becomes easier for learners and teachers. Teachers can accomplish their teaching goals; furthermore, learners boost their communicative language competence. These activities promote effective language teaching since they motivate EFL students to learn a second language in an innovative and meaningful way.
In this sense, it is necessary to mention that selecting material in order to teach English plays an important role in the language learning process. Teacher would be able in order to achieve all of the class goals if they select the appropriate material so as to enhance learners in the EFL classroom (Guerrero Chacón et al., 2019). Therefore, choosing the correct material for the EFL classroom help learners to develop and improve their language skills. Even, the skills that seems difficult for learners could become easier if the correct material or activities are selected since it is a fact that if learners receive a comprehensible input, they could improve their productive skills. Besides, it would allow teachers in order to verify and evaluate how effective the materials and activities were in the EFL classroom (Rodríguez et al., 2020).

Nowadays, the English teaching and learning process plays an essential role in society. English is one of the most important and useful languages around the world regarding communication. Therefore, it is crucial to improve the language learning process in order to facilitate learners’ mastering language skills. In this context, it is vital to propose methods, techniques, strategies, etc. that can improve this learning process.

In the same way, developing productive skills can become quite difficult for some EFL learners. It is essential to seek activities that allow them to boost their speaking skill. For this reason, the current work presents some of the most important communicative activities to enhance learners’ speaking skill like role play, pictures describing and, information gap.

As part of the teaching process, it is required to find the best manners to teach a foreign language. For this reason, the language learning teaching process requires the use of new ideas focused on real communication. It means that the main goal when teaching it, is to boost learners’ ability to use the language they have learned in the classrooms in real environments or daily life situations. Thus, some authors have focused their attention on introducing teaching methods that can be applied in EFL classrooms.

In this regard, with the purpose to provide learners with opportunities to boost their oral production this article is developed based on bibliographical research by reviewing numerous academic sites. Along with it, various principles and tenets about Communicative activities that might be applied in the language classroom are presented.

**Background**

**Communicative Language Teaching**

AL-Garni & Almuhammadi (2019) mention that CLT is quite effective in language teaching since it enhances learners to develop and improve their receptive and productive language skills. In contrast, traditional methods mainly focus on teaching grammar structures and vocabulary through conventional practices. Moreover, the development of
the four language skills facilitates learner’s interaction because if they master them, they will become communicative competent to interact effectively with others through a foreign language (Richards, 2006).

Learning a foreign language is more than learning and memorizing grammatical rules. It is necessary to become communicative competent. It means being someone who can actively interact with others by sharing ideas, discussing, arguing, questioning, etc. For this reason, it is crucial to carry out classes with activities that allow learners to use the learned language to face any situation from real life (Hiep, 2007). Communicative Language Teaching is an approach to teaching language with activities that support learners to acquire a foreign language in a meaningful way instead of a mechanical one. CLT fosters effective language teaching because learners are encouraged to develop their communicative competence (Ju, 2013).

The principles of CLT

Communication centered

CLT carries out activities mainly focused on communication; it means using tasks that help language students to learn how to communicate effectively. Hence, teachers must consider some communicative activities for learners. Besides that, it is necessary to engage learners in the language learning process in a communicative way. According to Ma (2009), communicative activities should be applied in the EFL classroom. They encourage learners to use language for tasks like the natural environment; for instance, when working on a speaking activity, learners might interact among them to get information to solve daily problems or situations.

Integrating the four language skills

The traditional methods are focused on developing one or two language skills instead of developing all of them. On the other hand, due to the importance of the four language skills in communication, CLT tries to enhance the training of the four language skills: listening, reading, speaking, and writing. Consequently, the development and integration of all language skills facilitate communication in natural environments (Desai, 2015).

Avoiding constant error correction

CLT aims to allow learners to communicate in the target language; it means that the most important goal is learners being understood by others. Therefore, CLT does not imply correcting learners’ errors all the time since it could negatively impact EFL learners. Learners sometimes become shy and lose confidence in themselves when teachers correct every EFL learners’ errors. For this reason, the teacher should take notes of the errors
committed by the whole group of students and provide feedback on them in a general way (Desai, 2015).

**Promoting cooperative and collaborative learning**

One of the main principles of CLT consists of promoting learner’s interaction to use the foreign language in similar activities to real life. Besides, it encourages cooperative work since it is considered the best way to boost interaction among learners and teacher-learners. For this reason, when teachers assign activities in CLT classrooms, it is necessary to create workgroups or pairs of work. In this way, learners would have the opportunity to interact with their classmates, and perhaps they could learn from them when they work cooperatively (Brandl, 2008).

**Meaningful, comprehensible, and elaborated Input**

According to Krashen's input hypothesis (1985), input is essential when acquiring a second language. Input is the most important medium to learn vocabulary, language structures, correct pronunciation, etc., since learners can receive meaningful input for their language learning. Therefore, it is necessary to expose learners to comprehensible input; learners need to receive information that they could find difficult to produce, but they can comprehend it. That is the reason why CLT creates an environment in which learners could receive valuable and rich input for their language learning process (Alahmadi, 2019).

**Focus on form**

CLT approach is entirely focused on boosting the learners’ ability to communicate effectively in the target language. Sometimes, some errors are ignored since the most important to CLT is to be understood by others and understand others; nevertheless, it is necessary to consider how language is produced. In regards to the form of the language; it involves the structures or grammar since communication cannot take place if language is not correctly used (Ma, 2009). Hence, it is necessary to provide learners enough grammar input through communicative activities that help them learn it in a communicative way. It refers to encouraging the learning of grammar to be able to use it when learners need to communicate (Wong & Barrea-Marlys, 2012).

**Communicative competence**

Communicative Language Teaching encourages language learners’ communicative competence improvement. This process allows students to become authentic communicators. Canale & Swain (1980) defined communicative competence as “underlying systems of knowledge and skill required for communication”. According to Richards (2006), language learners must train their communicative competencies to
achieve a good proficiency in a foreign language and communicate effectively in any context. Communicative competence consists of four communicative components:

**Linguistic Competence**

The production of a language implies the correct use of grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation. The characteristics mentioned above of the use of language have a close relationship with language production accurately and fluently. Chomsky (1965), argues that linguistic competence involves the knowledge of grammar since it is part of being excellent speakers and listeners. Moreover, it refers to the production of understandable language; it mainly regards the proper development of speaking employing the use of the appropriate grammatical rules and the correct vocabulary (Salazar, 2015).

**Socio Linguistic Competence**

Language learners must be able to use the appropriate language according to the context where they use it. Socio-Linguistic competence refers to its use depending on the audience to whom the speaker is interacting. In other words, it is using language depending on the social and cultural background; therefore, it is necessary to take into account some factors like age, gender, status, etc. (Mede & Dikilitaş, 2015). Furthermore, Socio-linguistic competence helps language learners to avoid misunderstanding or social issues as well. Nevertheless, mastering socio-linguistic competence could become challenging for language learners due to the variation of social, cultural, and pragmatic elements. It refers to something correct in one context that could be wrong for another (Ya, 2016).

**Discourse Competence**

Discourse competence regards the ability to understand and produce extended speech and written features which assists connectedness and cohesion (Kaplan & Knutson, 1993). Discourse competence lets learners use language with coherence and cohesion when it is produced in a written way. On the other hand, it is also mandatory that language learners coherently produce oral language; it means that they have to be able to organize their ideas appropriately; besides, they would be able to connect their ideas to facilitate communication (Januin & Stephen, 2015).

**Strategic Competence**

Strategic competence involves the set of strategies used by language learners to compensate for some gaps in the use of a foreign language (Canale & Swain, 1980). It regards the EFL learners’ ability to communicate successfully employing active discussion. Therefore, it is necessary to mention that strategic competence is not related to language proficiency since some learners could have a lot of knowledge about any
foreign language; nevertheless, they cannot interact effectively with others (Negoeescu et al., 2019). Eventually, strategic competence has a close relation to the ability to maintain an active conversation.

**Communicative activities in the EFL classroom**

Communicative activities allow learners to use the language for fundamental purposes; they involve authentic communication (Stern, 1992); (Suárez Cabrera et al., 2020). These activities focus their objectives on the meaningful use of a foreign language to develop the assigned activities. Moreover, they are centered on students' interests and necessities instead of the teacher. It is necessary to consider that the development of these activities requires the interaction student-student. Therefore, teacher intervention is less common than in traditional activities (Ellis, 2010).

It is mandatory to select the correct classroom tasks; for instance, it would be advisable to assign communicative activities according to the level of EFL learners to avoid any problem when they develop them. Furthermore, teachers must be conscious that selecting these kinds of activities demands to bear in mind a specific criterion when performing it. Ochoa et al. (2016) claim that communicative activities must enhance the use of language focused on the meaning.

**Role play**

Role play is a technique commonly used in the EFL classroom to boost learners’ confidence and motivation to interact with others. It creates real contexts or scenarios in which it is necessary to communicate effectively with their classmates (Huff, 2012). In addition, role-play allows EFL learners to participate actively in the EFL classroom since they feel more confident about themselves. Aliakbari & Jamalvandi (2010) define role-play as an effective technique to improve speaking skills since it encourages learners to practice the language in the classroom as much as possible.

**Picture Description**

Describing a picture is a communicative activity that consists of producing language to describe visual material. Picture describing is one of the most valuable techniques to boost speaking skill in the EFL classroom and increase learners’ involvement in the language learning process (Brown, 2007). In addition, this technique helps learners to memorize and use new vocabulary or grammatical structures. Due to the necessity of using language for real situations, describing picture is an essential technique that provides learners the opportunity to put in practice the knowledge they learn in the EFL classroom (Lavalle & Briesmaster, 2017).

**Information – Gap**
Information – Gap refers to the set of activities used to motivate learners to use the language when they must accomplish the goal of a task. It enhances the oral interaction among learners because they need to communicate with each other to share ideas, opinions, suggestions, comments, etc., to complete the information of any assigned activity (Harmer & Surguine, 1987). Information gap becomes for learners one of the most useful and interesting activities since they consider it is quite practical to use language in real environments; moreover, it helps them to successfully complete a task in the EFL classroom (Neira, 2019).

Sharing Personal Experiences

As it is known, the main goal of learning a language is to use it as in a real context. In other words, to be able to interact with others by expressing ideas, thoughts, feelings (Sevilla-Pavón & Haba-Osca, s.f). In this regard, Sharing Personal Experiences is an authentic Communicative Activity that allows learners to share their insight about a moral or dilemma that could be presented to them (Richards 2006).

Debates

Debates are considered a valuable communicative activity because they promote interaction in the classroom. Debates promote an enjoyable learning environment among learners due to the fact they keep them active and involved in the activity while they are providing their opinions of the topic being discussed (Firmansyah & Valatansa, 2019). Learners not only express what they prepared for the class but also can use language spontaneously when agreeing or contradicting someone’s ideas (Pradana, 2017). Furthermore, debates not only foster the development of language use but also critical thinking skills. Students have to know how to use the language appropriately and the content to be discussed as well (Elmiyati, 2019). In this sense, debates involve reasoning when students try to deliver their arguments. Therefore, it becomes challenging and beneficial for students’ oral production (Syamdianita & Maharia, 2020).

Problem – Solving

Problem – solving introduces students to a topic that requires finding a solution, something to be solved. It involves two essential processes: to develop critical thinking skills and to facilitate language use (Constantine the Philosopher University in Nitra & Pavlikova, 2019). In this regard, Larsen-Freeman (2000) point out that this activity is part of the main components of the Communicative Approach to foster language use and deep into details to seek an adequate solution. Moreover, problem- solving tasks introduce students to an issue to be solved. To do so, they have to interact in the language classroom with their classmates to find a solution (Oradee, 2013). Consequently, by giving students
a problem, it becomes an opportunity for them to practice speaking due to the fact they will provide ideas, make suggestions, analyze the issues to be solved.

**Speaking skill**

Speaking is considered a productive skill that allows learners to be able to interact with people around them, to express their opinions, feelings, and thoughts. This skill provides students with opportunities not only for communicating but for exchanging information among people (Richard, 2006). When learning a foreign language, speaking plays a crucial role because it is part of a learner’s language proficiency and permits them to negotiate meaning with the ones around them (Rao, 2019). In this regard Wicaksono et al. (2016) point out that speaking involves a complex process of building and sharing meaning by means of using language as the medium of communication.

In the teaching and learning process, speaking is one of the skills that are more practiced during class time. Speaking is considered a prominent language skill owing to the necessity that learners have to communicate and it becomes one of the primary goals of language teaching (Fandana et al., s.f.) Therefore, teachers look for activities that will help them boost their students’ oral production. In this context, it is essential that the language that students use to communicate be as real as possible.

**Speaking Subskills**

Speaking is considered the most outstanding skill in the language classroom due to the fact learners always use it as their medium of communication (Masuram & Sripada, 2020). In this sense, speaking aims to provide learners with the capacity of expressing what they think, to interact with the people that surround them, to convey meaning, to be able to use language for communicative purposes (Maulidar et al., 2019).

**Pronunciation**

Pronunciation is an essential component of speaking development, it is the ability that learners have to utter a word appropriately (Pourhosein, 2012). Pronunciation involves learners producing intelligible messages by taking into consideration many factors in the production i.e. phonemes, stress, rhythm, and intonation (Pardede, 2018). It is also considered as the production of English sounds when communicating a message (Paulston & Burder, 1976). In this sense, pronunciation becomes a core component in speaking because for a person to be understood, he/she needs to articulate the words adequately (Handayani, 2017). Therefore, it has also become an essential element in foreign language teaching (Tlazalo & Basurto, 2014). In this regard, teachers should work with activities that contribute to the development of this speaking sub-skill for instance by practicing sounds, syllables, stress, and intonation (Gilakjani et al., 2011).
Moreover Priya & NS (2020), suggest that the teaching of phonetics when learning another language can make students develop pronunciation awareness when speaking.

**Grammar**

Grammar is considered an important component in language teaching (Navaz & Sama, 2017). It is known as the structured organization of words in a language when producing utterances (Meenadevi, 2017). According to Saaristo (2015), grammar is the core component when learning a foreign language because it allows speakers to connect words, ideas, and phrases coherently. When speaking it involves learners in using language appropriately. In other words, to use grammar patterns in a correct way (Azlina et al., 2015). Furthermore, grammar plays a crucial role in any language due to the fact if a speaker communicates a message correctly everything will make sense both for foreign and native speakers (Rao, 2019).

**Vocabulary**

Vocabulary is another important component of language learning (Cameron, 2001). When someone wants to express something, it is necessary to have at least a basic knowledge of words. According to Nunan (1991), a successful language learner will have a high level of vocabulary knowledge otherwise it will be difficult to be understood in a foreign language context. Lexical knowledge is an essential element when developing language competence (Alqahtani, 2015). Moreover, the mastery of vocabulary contributes to the development of language skills. All of them are related to each other (Asyiah, 2017).

Vocabulary has been acknowledged as one of the speaking sub-skills due to the fact it permits learners to express their opinions, feelings, and thoughts. In this regard, the teaching of vocabulary in the language classroom is essential. Therefore, its learning should be promoted in the language classroom by means of using different techniques to make this process significant (Alqahtani, 2015).

**Fluency**

Fluency as part of the speaking sub-skills requires students to use the language smoothly and without any kind of rehearsal (Masuram & Sripada, 2020). It is closely related to the idea of communication (Albino, 2017). A fluent person may have already developed his/her communicative competence. In other words, this person will be able to use language without hesitation when having a conversation (Samifanni, 2020; Oviedo & Mena, 2021). Additionally, when a speaker is fluent, this person can use the language patterns appropriately.
Intonation

Intonation is considered an important factor in speaking. It is the changes of pitch people make in their speech when communicating a message or interacting with the ones who surround them (Kenworthy, 1987). When people are communicating, intonation provides information about their attitude and the purpose of speaking (Yangklang, 2013). In this regard, Intonation contributes to distinguishing the different types of sentences, for instance, statements, imperatives, questions, declaratives, exclamative, etc. It allows the audience to understand what a person intends to express (Zulfugarova, 2018).

Methodology

This article was based on the qualitative approach. A descriptive - documentary research was carried out through an extensive bibliographic literature review about Communicative Activities and oral production.

First, once the problem of this research was stated, the bibliographic method was utilized by searching the information using various Search Equation as Communicative activities AND speaking, Communicative Competence OR Language competence, Communicative Language Teaching AND principles, "Communicative activities" AND "Language Learning", "Communicative tasks" " Solving problems" AND "Critical Thinking", Speaking AND sub-skills to gather the information required for this investigation. As it is shown in figure 1, these articles were taken from both primary and secondary sources from Research Articles, Articles from Scientific Journals, Books, and papers.

Done by: The author.

These articles were taken from numerous search engines such as Google scholar, Scielo, semantic scholar, Research gate, etc. (See figure 2).
Second, the collected information was organized and categorized logically bearing in mind the search criteria. Then 47 scientific articles were selected after an extensive review of the primary and secondary sources. Third, with this information, the state of art was created taking into consideration relevant aspects of the topic.

Results and Discussion

Results from previous studies demonstrate that Communicative Activities CA enhance the development of the oral production of students in the English Foreign Language Classroom. The use of CA such as Role play, Picture Describing, Information – Gap, Sharing Personal Experiences, Debates, and Problem-solving contributes to developing the communicative competence of learners. Moreover, these activities get students engaged in using the language when communicating among them. To perform these tasks, students need to use the language to carry out them. Most CA are based on real-life situations. In this regard, students not only practice communicating for the task but for daily life issues.

The great majority of scientific articles that were used as a basis for this research show a positive impact on students’ performance. For instance, information gap activities are considered as an effective Communicative Activity when developing learner’s ability to speak due to the fact students need to fill the gap. Therefore, they have to use the language for asking questions, exchanging ideas (Neira, 2019).

As stated above, Communicative activities provide benefits in the language classroom. They are effective strategies when developing learner’s autonomy while speaking in English. They provide students with opportunities to use the language spontaneously. In addition, they can negotiate meaning, to promote fluency and boost motivation in the EFL classroom (Elmiyati, 2019).
Conclusions

- Speaking is considered one of the most predominant skills in language learning. In this regard, researchers have carried out various studies to identify which methods, strategies, and techniques help learners develop their ability to communicate. In this context, the Communicative Approach encompasses a great variety of activities that aim to develop learners’ autonomy when using English to interact with people around them. Therefore, Communicative Activities such as Role play, Picture Describing, Information – Gap, Sharing Personal Experiences, Debates, and Problem-solving have become an essential tool when boosting students’ oral production.

- It is of paramount importance to highlight the benefits that Communicative Activities offer to language learners. As an illustration, CA make students get engaged in using the language due to the fact each activity has a purpose for using it. Consequently, there is a high impact on the ability to use the language fluently. Furthermore, they increase learners’ motivation and facilitates language use as in real life. CA allow students to practice language that is commonly used in daily life.

- It is crucial to remark that this research provides a general overview of what Communicative Activities could be implemented in foreign language teaching to support learners in developing their ability to communicate. However, it is worth mentioning that several pedagogical implications need to be considered when implementing CA activities in the classroom. Further research should be conducted about the process that has to be followed when implementing each Communicative Activities.
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